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A Moving Thing 
Without Legs
Alejandro Escudé

The Yale Professor at the lectern states
That T.S. Elliot wanted poets to be difficult.
Must, was the word he used, must be difficult.
The snow was clear and bright.
It was a starry night that did not feel like being difficult.
Some snowbound air was having its way with a bear.
And the train recycled the wanderlust of the hiker.
There’s no discerning which chair is better.

“Have a seat,” she said. And by she I mean me,
As Elliot did. That sled ride Marie takes down the Alps
With her cousin. I wonder if that was difficult?
Or perhaps he meant difficult, as in someone difficult?
The blood-menace of the enemy turned stone.
Bone mass turned bone. And then the professor says
That Elliot didn’t want to have sex
With the mermaids, that he only wanted to hear them sing.
That’s when I knew he was wrong about everything.
A mermaid is itself a kind of sex. A moving thing without legs.
Only a non-poet would mistake that for a metaphor.
The hair-long story, the braided long hair story.
But you have to remember this was before the days of internet porn.
When it took three months to make it around the Horn.
The fire ant as of yet undiscovered, and the great poet
Sitting in London, unloved, alone. Pulling up to the house
Yesterday, my lime green banker’s lamp left on,
I told my boy that there must be a banker in my room
Working on his reports. My son took this literally
And gave me a frightened look that made me cease the story.
But I was going to add that the reports the banker was working on
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In my office, while we were out shopping,
Were difficult reports, and that the banker was dreaming
Of mermaids. Ominous how the green light looked
In my window. The sea-fog rolling in.
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